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Soft Flex Van Lining Carpet 4 Way Stretch
  

  
Product code: KBT9783-F152-U23-2
Selected Colour: Wheat
Width: 200 cm
Price: £18.99/mtr

Available Colours:

Anthracite Smoke Light Grey Dark Grey

Wheat Black

  

Description:

4 Way Stretch van lining carpet transcends conventional boundaries, offering a seamless blend of
functionality and style. Whether you're embarking on a vehicle renovation project or seeking to revitalize
your office environment, this versatile material promises to exceed expectations. Embrace effortless
elegance and unmatched convenience with this innovative addition to the world of interior design.

Fabric Width: 200cm (2mtrs)
Thickness: 3mm
Backing: Non Self Adhesive
Flexibility: 4 Way stretch

 

4 Way Stretch van lining carpet, an integral component of the cutting-edge range of car and van flooring.

This versatile variant isn't limited to vehicle interiors; its plush texture makes it suitable for a myriad of
applications within office spaces, such as wall panelling, furniture upholstery, and even notice boards.

Common Applications

Camper Vans: Camper vans are perhaps the most prevalent vehicles known for using carpet lining. The
interior of camper vans often features carpet lining on walls, ceilings, and floors to enhance comfort,
insulation, and aesthetics.



RVs (Recreational Vehicles): Similar to camper vans, RVs frequently incorporate carpet lining in their
interiors. It helps to create a cozy atmosphere within the living space of the vehicle, providing warmth and
sound insulation.

Minivans & Coaches: Many minivans opt for carpet lining to improve the interior ambiance and comfort
for passengers. The carpet lining can be found on the walls and ceilings, offering a more luxurious feel
compared to plain plastic or metal surfaces.

Conversion Vans: Conversion vans, which are typically customized for various purposes such as leisure
travel or commercial use, often feature carpet lining as part of their interior customization. It adds a touch
of homeliness and comfort to the vehicle's interior.

SUVs (Sports Utility Vehicles): While not as common as in camper vans or RVs, some SUV owners
choose to install carpet lining in the cargo area or on the interior walls for added comfort and insulation.
This is especially common in SUVs used for family travel or camping trips.

What sets the soft 4-way stretch version apart is its remarkable flexibility, surpassing that of standard Car
Trim. Suitable for corners and curves becomes a breeze, thanks to its supple nature. Adding to its
convenience, the entire spectrum of van lining carpet hues is available with a self-adhesive backing
option, (special order only) ensuring effortless installation.
With a thickness of 3mm, this material strikes the perfect balance between comfort and durability.

For those looking to elevate the aesthetic appeal of their vans, lorries, or camper vans, this material
proves to be an inspired choice. Its user-friendly nature simplifies the refurbishment process - just wield a
pair of regular scissors to shape it according to your requirements.

Whether you're refurbishing the floor, walls, cupboards, or panels, attachment is hassle-free. A staple gun
or spray glue suffices for conventional application methods.
Crafted from 100% polyester, this fabric not only guarantees longevity but also offers a touch of luxury to
any space it graces. Its versatility knows no bounds, seamlessly transitioning from flooring to walls and
even furniture upholstery with equal finesse.

Boasting a palette of six sophisticated shades, it caters to diverse aesthetic preferences.
Measuring an impressive 2 meters in width, this fabric ensures comprehensive coverage with minimal
seams, enhancing the visual appeal of any space. Its expansive dimensions also facilitate efficient
installation, reducing wastage and optimizing resources.
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